Ford 3.7 liter v6 engine problems

We are the oldest and largest V6 Mustang forum on the internet. If you have any questions
about your V6 Mustang or just want to connect with other V6 Mustang owners around the world,
you have found the best place on the internet to do that. Registering is free and easy! Hope to
see you on the forums soon! Forums New posts Search forums. Members Current visitors New
profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It
may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. Thread starter OkieHick Start date Nov 14, OkieHick New Member. Have there been any
issues with the version engine? Apparently there were issues with cam followers in the earlier
engines. This is my first post in the forum. I purchased my on May 6 of this year. It just turned
10K miles. I have truly enjoyed the car and look for excuses to run an errand. JpL4K3
Moderator. They're pretty solid built cars. They haven't been out long enough to see if there are
any long term issues that develop. I wouldn't worry. Search google for "cam follower 3. You will
find that there are a couple of links on all ford mustangs about the 3. This engine has no cam
followers. I have a procharger equipped 3. Only noises I hear are the GTs I leave in my dust!!!!
Add the web stuff in the beginning. Here are the links. That car looks mean Frank. I just talked
with procharger about a 3. I want to get 9. Its getting 8 PSI now. The car loves high RPMs and
goes like batsh! I am more interested in a light, fast, handling machine. Gonna do some interior
mods, big brakes, lighter wheels and BFG tires. Then I'm done until the Hurst paddle shifter
comes out. Garycs New Member. Hey frankp, I saw that you have a V6 I assume they only come
with the 3. I rented one from Hertz last weekend and was very impressed. So much so, that I
would like to find a wreaked Mustang at Coparts Insurance Auctions, and swap the motor into
my Ranger off road race truck. It has the 4. So if I was to buy a severly wreaked Mustang, I could
harvest the motor, trans, computors and wiring. The only thing that is stopping right now, is
that I do not have accurate measurements of the 3. Can you supply some numbers for me? If so,
I need the width, from the extreme outside point on the exhaust manifolds. The lenght, from the
front of the pulleys to the trans or bell housing, and the hieght, from the deepest point on the oil
pan to the top of the motor. I'm in AZ. Thanks, Garyy. Ltngdrvr Active Member. ArtU, just like I
posted on AFM, your issue sounds like a momentary oil starvation, back the car in instead of
pulling it in so the oil covers the pickup tube better. Bucko Member. The tick problem with early
3. Your build date can be found on your window sticker here's how to break that down :.
Mustang Window Sticker Decoding. I just turned 10, miles on my 12 3. Schram1 New Member.
The motor started to loose power while i was driving one day the motor quit working whole
thing locked up. They said they never seen this happen they couldn't fix it took them 2 weeks to
fix it they ended up giving me a motor. I have had no issues so far and i have headders and
exhaust now,btw i only had miles on the car when this happened. I can hear the exhaust and the
motor wind up better, I may try an AEM dry drop-in filter next. I read that a purolator paper filter
is really good as well. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar threads W. Wulfe Jul 28,
V6 Mustang. Replies 8 Views 2K. Sep 10, David Young. Engine knock 3. Replies 8 Views 6K. Jan
13, BluesManDan. Replies 3 Views 3K. May 14, 6 Shooter. Travis bought another car. Travis Oct
15, Off-Topic. Replies 15 Views 2K. May 5, Boogie. Jetsetter's SN95 V6 to 4. Jetsetter Apr 8, V6
Mustang Articles. Replies 17 Views 28K. Jul 6, Jetsetter. Welcome To V6Mustang. Ford's
EcoBoost engines are a series of turbocharged engines the company makes that rely on direct
injection fuel and are made to offer power and torque that is on par with a larger displacement
engine but giving you superior fuel efficiency at the same time. EcoBoost is supposed to be a
more cost-effective engine for the company and for drivers as well because of that fuel he called
me that they offer. Still, many drivers want to know if Ford EcoBoost engines are reliable. Ford
makes a wide variety of EcoBoost engines these days including they're popular 3. As you can
see, Ford is really committed to spreading these engines across their entire product line-up.
And for the most part this has worked out really well. Ford EcoBoost engines are very popular,
and they do live up to the promises made by Ford. They offer decent power and torque while
reducing those greenhouse gas emissions. So, if you want to know if the Ford EcoBoost engine
is any good, the answer is typically yes. The 2. The 3. In the Ford GT the engine produces
horsepower and lb-ft of torque. So, these engines definitely do get the job done. The problem is,
as with any engine, there are going to be problems. Remember that Ford sells over 1 million Fs
a year. Not to mention all the other vehicles in their lineup. That means they have a lot of
engines on the road and a lot of chances for something to go wrong. So as reliable as the Ford
EcoBoost has been since it was first introduced back in the year , there have been some
problems that you should be aware of before you commit to any vehicle that may have a Ford
EcoBoost engine. A clear sign that any engine has a problem is when the manufacturer is
forced to issue a recall for it. This is exactly what happened back in Ford had to issue a recall

for 1. The BBC in the UK investigated this and determined that hundreds of owners had
complained about the same problem. There were even reports that some 1. The problem with
the 1. According to Ford about 45, 3-cylinder 1. The 1. That said, now that the EcoBoost engine
has been in cars for over a decade, many of them are out of warranty and are starting to wear
down over years of use. That means these engines are subject to more stress than your average
engine and as such they are susceptible to a certain number of problems. If a driver doesn't
maintain scheduled maintenance with their Ford, in particular regular oil changes, then the
timing chain is going to be susceptible to some excessive wear and tear. Timing chains are
made of metal, and they will last a lot longer than a timing belt, but if the oil change
recommendation is ignored for too long then the timing chain could become misaligned
throwing off the camshaft and crankshaft alignment, prompting a check engine light and
causing potential engine misfires and more. Excessive carbon build-up is a problem many
engines face when it comes to spark plugs , and the EcoBoost has been no different. Carbon
build-up can be caused by the engines burning hot, leaks in fuel or exhaust from the manifold,
and so on. The solution is generally just to replace the plugs but sometimes even the boots
need to be replaced if the build-up is bad enough. Between and there were a number of Ford's
produced that had the 3. This manifested in a very obvious way with the production of white or
blue smoke coming from the exhaust. The problem related to a positive crankcase ventilation
hose valve cover adapter that could fail. Whenever this valve cover adapter was removed to do
any kind of repairs or maintenance, the locking mechanism was prone to breaking and pieces
would fall into the open valve port cover. They ended up burning, leading to the noticeable
smoke that would come out from the exhaust. Ford's made in the or model year sometimes had
a problem with humidity and moisture building up in the form of condensation in the
intercooler. This would lead to things like misfires, hard acceleration, jerking and lurching of the
engine and so on. This would only happen on particularly humid or damp days, letting you
know that this was the cause of the problem. This was not a significant issue for most drivers
and in fact wouldn't pop up at all if you're not the kind of person who does any extra, unusual
work on their vehicle be on the bare minimum, normal sort of stuff. In this instance the problem
was that some drivers would use aftermarket cleaners that are meant to improve engine
performance. The kind of stuff that you add to your fuel tank to sort of clean out the fuel line in
the engine while you're driving. The EcoBoost engines weren't designed to be used with some
of these products so as it circulated through the engine it would damage the intake valves. This
could also cause havoc with gaskets, turbines, and seals in the engine as well. This wasn't a
Ford design flaw necessarily, so much as just a bad reaction to certain compounds used in
cleaners that were definitely not designed for use in an EcoBoost engine. There were nine
different calibration updates issued by Ford for the 3. These covered everything ranging for the
vacuum system to ignition problems to issues with shifting. If the calibration updates weren't in
place, that means there would continue to be problems. The second generation 2. Because
they're relatively new engines there is not a ton of information about problems with them
because nothing much has popped up yet. There are obviously some rare reports of drivers
having problems with blown head gaskets and so on, but these are consistent with the rare
problems that can pop up in any engine regardless of who manufactured it. This one is used in
vehicles like the Ford Explore r and some Ford Focus models. There have been some problems,
especially in Ford Focus RS models with the cylinder head gaskets failing. There have also
been reported issues with the smell of coolant in the exhaust, loss of heat in the cabin, and
overheating engines. This is all caused by the wrong cylinder head gasket being used. There
was also a problem in the 2. This could end up restricting airflow and preventing the valve from
completely closing the way it's supposed to. The first 2. This is a widely used engine that you'll
find in the Fusion, the Focus ST, the Escape, the Taurus, and other vehicles internationally. The
second generation of 2. One of the main problems with the 2. There were also problems with a
turbocharger control valve failing. This could cause the engine to lose power and your check
engine light to go off. Problems with a low-pressure fuel pump also cropped up in the 2. As we
mentioned earlier, the 1. This issue was also a significant problem in the United States as well.
In fact, 29 vehicles are known to have caught on fire as a result of issues with the Ford 1. The
engine compartment in the 1. This oil would overheat and catch on fire. Additionally, there were
problems with coolant leaking from the cylinders that could end up costing the driver several
thousand dollars to repair if the engine damage was bad enough. After , Vehicles were recalled
from the to the model years, Ford ended up retiring the 1. Ford introduced the 1. There's really
been no significant problems reported in relation to the 1. This is the smallest EcoBoost engine
that Ford makes, and it did have a number of problems that we've already mentioned relating to
that UK recall. Because the engine only has direct fuel injection that means they're susceptible
to a lot of carbon build-up. When the intake valves get too clogged, that leads to loss of engine

power and damage to the valves and valve seats. The pre 1. Since that time however the 1. Ford
EcoBoost engines did have some issues early in their life but as Ford continues to develop and
refine these engines most of the kinks definitely get worked out. Many of these engines have
proven to be reliable and can last a very long time. With proper maintenance and care, most
Ford EcoBoost engines proved to be extremely reliable and dependable. If you are looking to
get an older Ford model however, especially one that might have a 1. Why Us? How it works
What we do Blog. All Rights Reserved. When you buy a work truck or work van , reliability has
to be one of the main priorities. Not only can repairs come with a high cost just to fix, but they
also cost you hours on the job without your van. The Ford Transit is a very popular work truck.
This one is always a doozy. A look at the Ford Transit page on Car Complaints gives us some
insight. While there are not a lot of complaints on file for the Ford Transitâ€”â€”which is a fact
worth notingâ€”â€”the worst problems that people complain about the most are engine
problems. One owner says the Ford Transit just stopped going while they were driving on the
highway in the pouring rain. Then, to add insult to injury, Ford roadside assistance took about 4
hours to come to pick the work van up. Plus, this Ford Transit had only clocked 1, miles when
the issues began. Another owner of a Ford Transit had issues with a work van that had less
than 5, miles on the odometer. This driver experienced a similar sudden loss of power in the V6
engine. This owner sounds like they had a much better experience with Ford customer service,
at least. But only weeks after the incident, another Transit had the exact same issue. We are
starting to see a pattern. It looks like the Ford Transit has given problems to several owners.
But what other problems have been reported? In fact, he even wrote out a list of all the
problems he had experienced:. BCM replaced twice under warranty 3. Seat replaced under
warranty 5. Multiple extended failed diagnostic sessions to solve chronic electrical issues and
failure and more in its short life. We also had to replace REAR brakes at my expense, which also
makes no sense. But then we find another Ford Transit owner that has experienced problems,
too. The 3. Ford Company used this 3. In , the 3. It has a removable rear main seal cover plate
and a structural rear sump cast aluminum oil pan. All Cyclone engines have the same The
additional displacement comes from an increased bore size by 3. The cylinders feature cast-in
liners and are fully floating at the top of the engine block open-deck type. The engine is
equipped with a forged crankshaft made from alloy steel, 6-bolt billet steel main caps, and
cast-in piston oil squirters. Aluminum alloy cylinder heads have four valves per cylinder and
two chain-driven camshafts on top. A primary timing chain drives a water pump and intake
camshafts only. The intake camshaft for each cylinder bank provides rotation to the exhaust
camshaft via a secondary small single-roller chain. Until , the engine comes with variable cam
timing iVCT on the intake camshafts. The twin-independent variable cam timing Ti-VCT on both
intake and exhaust was presented in The lobe contact surface of the bucket is highly polished.
The valve sizes are 1. Both valves have 5. The intake valve lift is 9. The engine uses Ford's
stretchy FEAD front-end accessory drive , which has no idlers or tensioners to rob power from
the engine. On top of the engine, there is a two-piece intake manifold. The fuel injectors are
located in the lower intake piece. Both lower and upper intake manifolds are made from plastic.
The exhaust manifolds are cast iron. For the F and Mustang models, Ford replaced the 3. In
general, 3. With proper and timely maintenance, the life expectancy is well over , miles , km. But
the Cyclone family has a few problems and design flaws, which can significantly shorten the life
span of these engines. One of them is cam torque actuated phasers failure - pretty common for
the Ti-VCT engines. But the most dangerous component inside Ford 3. In previous versions of
the Duratec V6, a water pump was located at the rear of the engine and was driven by the pulley
on the intake camshaft via a belt, what seems more complicated and expensive to produce.
And, in , the pump was relocated under a front-end engine cover. In the latest Duratec version,
the chain-driven pump at the front also performs the function of an intermediate timing chain
sprocket, which turns the vector of applying force by degrees. Water pump bearings failure
causes the movement of the timing center, which leads to unpredictable serious damages
inside valvetrain and cylinders. Besides that, the coolant leakage that's supposed to weep out
the front of the timing cover through a special passage ends up in the engine oil and forms a
milky oil-in-coolant emulsion inside the engine. With this "milk oil", the engine suffers from
incredible wear and corrosion of all internal components. This engine produces hp kW at 6, rpm
and lb-ft Nm of torque at 4, rpm. Another British company, the Ginetta Cars, used a 3. This
engine delivered hp kW at 6, rpm and lb-ft Nm of torque at 4, rpm. Home Ford 3. Engine Specs
Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder head material. Fuel type.
Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm. Displacement, cc. Type
of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil weight.
Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile. How would you feel if your luxurious car
breaks down in the middle of nowhere? Quite sad, I know. As reliable as the ford engines are,

there are serious Ford 3. More than any other car brand in the world, the Ford brand recorded
more success in America. With models like the F-series , ford has continued to maintain its
premier position has the highest-selling commercial vehicle for 40years in a row. However, the
combination of luxury and reliability is the one thing that keeps the romance between the Ford
brand and us. As a buyer, what comes to mind first is comfort and luxury rather than engine
reliability. One such engine model is the ford 3. Let us take a tour around the ford 3. As it is
called, the cyclone engine came as a successor to various previous v6 engine models like the
original Duratec v6, ford cyclone, and the ford Vulcan engines. However, Mazda was the first to
launch a similar engine version is named MZI 3. The Ford company used the 3. Are you a truck
lover who craves more fuel efficiency? Then the 3. Although the engine comes with a lesser
horsepower than the turbocharged EcoBoost platform , the naturally aspirated engine comes
with a Peak horsepower of hp 6, rpm. The valvetrain is fully equipped with a direct-acting
mechanical bucket DAMB lifters and four valves per cylinder. While the issues associated with
the Ford 3. You can expect the engine to reach a life expectancy of over , km with appropriate
maintenance and care. To address how much horsepower the Ford 3. The ford engines have
proven themselves reliable for many years, the fact that we can all agree. But like every other
product, ford engines are not without flaws. Also, as a brand, Ford has faced several recall
cases due to part defects, which have caused doubt among customers. Unfortunately, the ford
3. The water pump is usually not a part to worry about. But the location and the chain
component driving the ford 3. The water pump is located behind the engine front cover.
However, if the water pump bearing fails, there will definitely be a shift in the timing center that
can cause severe damage the engine. Coolant leakage resulting from water pump failure ends
up inside the engine resulting in total engine damage if not resolved early. The fault most times,
do not give any prior warning in the form of noise or leakage. This particular engine flaw has
raised severe questions amongst the 3. Ford was sued in October by the owner of a Ford Edge
model for alleged engine failure due to water pump issues. To find out the problems associated
with the ford 4. Another peculiar problem associated with the 3. This issue has raised lots of
concerns from various users concerned about the resultant effects of this sound and what
could cause it. Although Ford initially alleged that the ticking noise had no adverse impact on
the engine, the company later released TSB to help solve the problem. If you notice this ticking
noise in your engine, I advise you to approach your dealership with the TSB for Ford
recommended step by step approach to fixing it. The oil leakage issue is another 3. The oil leaks
are most often dripping from the oil filters. A simple replacement of the oil filter and the gasket
can be a simple solution in most cases. But in sporadic cases, it could be a sign of a severe
engine mishap. In case you would like to understand the various types of engine oil out there,
you can find out by clicking this link. Although the 3. The 3. The Ford 3. However, there are
some cases of noise coming from the engine like:. The engine makes a rattling noise while at
idle and in gear, but the sound seems to disappear when accelerated. This noise has been a
source of serious worry for most of the 3. A typical example of the noise is heard below this
video. To maintain a good engine, it is good to keep to routine maintenance processes. Check
out for any overheating signs, have a regular check on the oil, air filters, and replace worn out
parts. Menu Skip to right header navigation Skip to main content Skip to primary sidebar.
Reading Time: 5 minutes How would you feel if your luxurious car breaks down in the middle of
nowhere? Check Price. Table of Contents 0. The water pump failure 4. Ticking noise on cold
start 4. Oil leak-out issue 5 FORD 3. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved,
click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. April in
Ford. I have just purchased a F with the new 3. I have driven the truck miles, but it is too early to
form an opinion. If you have the 3. April I test drove the 3. Accelerated nicely, and felt very
smooth. It has a high payload rating, just can't tow as much as the 5. Better fuel mileage
though. I ordered a 2wd, reg. There are very few regular cabs or 2wd drive trucks made
anymore. However they are the best work truck for me. Thank you for replying. I looked at the
regular cab, but I decided to go for the Super Crew this time. I have the XL. I wanted power
windows, doors and mirrors. You don't see that much in the XL regular cab. The engine is very
smooth, as you say. I have had it on the interstate once and it is strange when the engine is
turning low revs due to the six speed transmission. The that I have has the five speed and the
rpms run higher. The is a regular cab with the small rear doors that Ford used at the time. I liked
the extra room it had behind the seat, even though it was a regular cab. What surprised me with
the regular cab, was the space behind the seat. It was just as much as my , but without the
doors. October I purchased a F Supercrew with a 3. I read comments on the 3. Is that already an
engine that is in the past? I like the engine, but I have not driven the 3. Apparently, it does not
get equal billing in being the engine of choice by Ford. November I bought an XLT 2 months

ago, and I just got back from a mile journey down south and back. I was towing my little pound
R-Pod, and the truck did fine except I wasn't that happy with the MPGs while towing. Maybe
mileage will improve later, but for this trip I only got 12 miles per gallon. The truck handles well,
looks great and I'm still glad I bought it, but I have to say I was expecting a little better economy
while towing with this truck and engine. I also have to say I got a great deal, way better than the
websites like Edmunds says are available. Dealers are hungry for sales, and maybe in this
economy, now is probably an especially good time to strike a deal. Just a thought. Or maybe I
just ran into a great deal by accident. May I like the 3. I don't find that I get any better gas
mileage than I did with the V The advertised road mileage is 23 mpg, but I don't get more than
That part is a disappointment. It is actually rated at 1 mpg more than the ecoboost. I am curious
as to whether the ecoboost gets its rated 22 mpg on the road. June Like you, the best that I get
on the road is I get 15 to 16 around town. It will not get the mileage posted on the sticker. I
assume the sticker mileage is what you get if all things are optimal. That just is not the case
when most of us drive. I have a F with the 4. Of course in all fairness, it has something just over
hp. I get 18 to 19 around town. June edited June Even light acceleration watches instantaneous
mpg plummet in a truck But less so in a boosted one, because under any throttle application,
torque arrives at lower rpm in a boosted vehicle, throwing the whole 'CR created more
efficiency at any given rpm' concept out the window in practical application. You're still falsely
assuming that the turbos are not engaging during all acceleratory runs, and all hills. You read
Wikipedia and now you are married to the idea that CR is the only way to make efficiency gains,
which is false. When it comes to high-torque applications, nothing can touch the EB's efficiency
minus a diesel. That is at ANY rpm or throttle application. Combustion efficiency caused by high
CR works best in low-torque applications. At anything other than an idle, NA engines cannot get
enough air through vacuum alone to produce as high a torque at as low an rpm as a boosted
engine. They have to rev to achieve higher vacuum, and hence the creates wasted heat through
friction of the cylinders with the extra revs. Even Nebraska has slight inclines, merges, passing
CR is only a theoretical indication of efficiency at any given rpm. When you add the variable of
what an NA engine has to rev to to achieve meaningful torque, the efficiency skews highly
towards Ecoboost. They confirm I've been correct, and you have been belligerently ignorant.
Every single thing you've said about turbocharged engine operation has been wrong. Stop
trolling Ecoboost forums, or at least troll one like F forums where half the posters are
mechanics. Because 1-on-1 you just get more belligerent, even when I was talking total sense to
you. It would be entertaining to see you defend your 'guesses' in that crowd. Its even a way
better value than your subscription to Ford parts, where you gained only a false perspective. I
can get mpg highway in an EB F, 21 in mixed driving, and I rarely go a tank under 19 in the city.
That's average mpg, not instantaneous. Anyone doubts it, come visit me in Albuquerque. The
EB loves the altitude and low humidity. It's hilly here. The reason I think I get better mileage
than most is that I have a light foot. The EB is an engine for hyper milers. NA is equally for boy
racers. Vtec yo! Or as wwest would say, SkyActive Yo! You make a good point. Effective CR
could then rise above, what, ? I asked those that tune and work on turbocharged engines I do
not "guess" if my statements are not intellectually well founded and knowledgeable of the
subject matter I would not expose myself to the type of false ridicule that you so willingly
provide. I'm quite comfortable that my message gets through to enough readers to make my
time worthwhile. The reason many GA aircraft engines are turbocharged, our T for instance, is
that the engine is required to continue producing a decent HP level as the airplane climbs and
the air becomes more and more rarified. But think this through If the engine could somehow
magically have the standard DFI CR of and still be boosted then how much smaller, and thereby
more fuel efficient, might the engine displacement be and still produce satisfactory POWER for
your needs? I was arguing with someone That would be me who claims the turbos operate like
NOx. Perhaps he is used to old big turbos with significant lag, but from his experience, he
assumes that all turbine wheels are very heavy, and therefore the purpose of the waste gate is
to allow exhaust to bypass the exhaust wheel, the turbine stationary not stationary, but NOT
producing boost until the 'naturally aspirated' V6 has 'torqued out' and then the waste gate is
closed, and being at full throttle, only then is enough exhaust gas produced to spin the turbine.
Pretty well stated except for "my assumption" "all turbine wheels are heavy" which is clearly a
relative issue. A few of his assumptions did not make sense to me: first off, he assumed that the
Ecoboost uses positive-displacement turbines that are very heavy, so if the waste gate was
closed at anything under half-throttle, the engine would be choked out by backflow. Insofar as I
am aware there is NO such animal as a positive displacement turbocharger. He even went so far
as to compare it to a Boeing turbojet about 1meter in diameter saying that turbines take
tremendous energy to spin at all. I found that disproportional scale a bit ridiculous, and that
example also ignores the fact that even large turbines can idle, thus so should a small turbine

spin at the speed of exhaust gases passing through it. This statement was made in the context
of the fact that early on in the life of the it was discovered that on final approach there was a
need, requirement, to keep the turbines somewhat spooled up in case the sink rate wind shear
became to great or the need for a go-around arose. This is not my first turbocharged vehicle, so
my understanding of the ecoboost is that: 1 the turbos are not positive displacement, agree,
absolutely as a seized turbo only saps power, since gases can still pass through, just without
spinning the intake impeller. No dispute. No, boost is essentually ZERO until the engine's peak
power point is reached under load. Then the waste gate opens to prevent over spinning the
turbo. Correct, except over-spinning the turbo would not be the initial issue if the design is
correct, over-boosting the engine would be. Modulating the wastegate position suffices as a
"vent valve". Certainly not enough to seize and engine if exhaust is allowed to pass through it at
less than full throttle. No opinion. Am I on the right track citing literature from other
turbocharged engines or is EB so different as I cannot claim these points? Traditional designs
did not use DBW to migrate the throttle function from one means, the throttle plate, to another,
the wastegate. Most simply used engine vacuum, or lack thereof, really, to control teh closing of
the wastegate. Or am I totally off and EB waits until it 'torques out' in 'NA mode' and
turbochargers use waste gates like a 'clutch' to engage like opening a NOS bottle? No, not like a
clutch, at least not in the on or off sense, more like as extention of the throttle plate
functionality. Experienced descriptions are much appreciated. Thanks in advance. One
additional point. In my personal opinion it would be desireable for the wastegate position to be
controlled, modulated, such that the impeller, when ever possible, be always spooled up right to
the level of being in NEUTRAL, no boost, but no drag on the incoming airflow rate. Basically no
"work" being done. Wwest, every single face in the room including the smileys at the bottom
have a broader intellect than you. You ADMITTED you were guessing, your statements are not
only intellectually unfounded, they are the complete and total opposite of reality, despite all
available evidence. Ignorant would be one thing, but to read and come up with your conclusions
is worse. Your message of pure unadulterated lies? You should be so proud, lol :confuse:. Your
opinion of yourself can't possibly be this inflated? You've had the wrong 'message' for years.
Get over yourself. WWEST I love when people know everything there is to know about
something when they have absolutely 0 actual experience with what theyre talking about. If the
wastegate was always open under vacuum conditions, no boost pressure would ever be
generated as all of that precious exhaust gas would be bypassing the turbine the entire time
preventing boost generation. This is such basic turbo operation theory im actually a little
embarrassed to have to explain this to you. Makes me wonder The very existence of a vacuum
pump on a mid 90s diesel chevy truck is only to keep the wastegate closed until desired boost
psi is realized. On a conventional gas engine gas engines make vacuum because of the
presence of a throttle p
kz550 wiring diagram
wiring diagram for multiswitch
2002 honda odyssey repair manual
late-- diesels do not manifold vacuum "sucks" the wastegate closed allowing the turbing to
spin which of course makes the compressor spin they are rigidly connected which generated
boost psi in the manifold. I'm well aware of forced inductions benefits at high altitude, But it is
also extrapolated down to sea level. Same functionality, only slightly less efficiency. That's only
of total time in motion. Only time off-boost is coast, braking, idling, or very low-speed
steady-state 43mph on a flat road. Narrowly focused intelligence, eh? Seems like it ended up
being Willard West that had the narrowly focused intelligence over there. Intellectually well
founded eh? Not only did you reverse in your head what was actually being described on Ford
Motorparts, you were certainly 'guessing' at everything else :P I prever evidence KCRam Mt.
Arlington NJ Posts: 3, I've given you guys some rope, but I'm breaking out the scissors. Thank
you! This has gone on too long. Sign In or Register to comment.

